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After she is successfully crowned King of Britain and vanquishes those opposed to her rule, Britt

thought life would settle down and she could peacefully pretend to be the real King Arthur and

search for the lost Round Table. However, her enemies arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t cowed yet. King Lot sends

his beautiful wife, Morgause, and his four sons to Camelot as ambassadors, but Britt doubts their

good will when knight after knight falls in love with the foreign queen. Merlin reveals that Morgause

has cast an enchantment on the knights of Camelot, an enchantment he cannot break. As a result,

Britt is betrayed by some of her closest knights and becomes an outcast in her own kingdom. To win

back her men, Britt will have to make costly sacrifices, survive attempts against her life, and gain the

loyalties of Gawain--King Lot and Queen Morgause's oldest son.The King Arthurs and Her Knights

series pegs a modern girl against the strange events of ancient England. The stories are based on

Arthurian legends and are sprinkled with humor, knightly love, and a dash of magic. If you enjoy

strong characters and tales about the Round Table, check out the King Arthurs and Her Knights

today!
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I don't have nearly the patience to comment on every one of these books, so I'm going to say it here

once: reading these books felt a little like KM Shea picked me up and carried me off into the world of

Britt Arthurs add her trials with all these stupid men that she loves, dammit. The series is hilarious,

sweet, and just the right amount of silly and serious. The first three books are somewhat lesser to

the rest of the series, but if you have a love of strong women and the legends of Camelot, this series

is addictive. KM Shea writes to all ages, with sweet romance and a feeling of distance from

tragedies, but my mother and I (50 & 23 respectively) adore Britt, as well as most of Ms Shea's

fantastical collection of books.

After the epic battle of the last book Enthroned I felt like I was going to end up disappointed by this

sequel, but happy day! This book is as full of humor and Britt's awesomeness as the last. This

retelling of the King Arthur story is SO different from an I've ever read. Actually I started avoiding

retellings at one point because of my hatred for Guinevere and Lancelot, but this is so different. Britt

is a great "King": her being from the future and female adds a layer to the story that is less gloomy

man and more tough heroine, Merlin is actually attractive, funny, and a potential romantic interest

for Britt. I greatly appreciate the emphasis on friendship and loyalty between Britt and her Knights,

but I think I would like to see more from the Britt-Merlin relationship.Also, the way K.M. Shea has

made the Lady of the Lake is fantastic. The way Britt dealt with her in the first book to get Excaliber

had gasping for air laughing, and in this book becomes another unlikely possible friend of Britt.The

way Britt handles situations always comes as a pleasant surprise to me, and I am so, incredibly

EXCITED about the next book by K.M. Shea for this series. I HAVE to know how Britt deals with

Guinevere and Lancelot. Kinda torn between wanting to see her kick their asses or turning them into

useful allies and friends. The latter being possible, because of this great charisma and take-no-crap

attitude Shea has given Britt. I must know what comes next!!!

I love all of the books of this series! I bought the first one and couldn't put it down and so I bought

the whole set. Truelly a wonderful read. I would highly recommend it!

This is the second in a trio of books. I read this one first, it was hard at first to understand the plot

changes that were included in the story. Britt misses her family but knows she can't return home



and makes Camelot her home. She wants to improve the lives of all who live at Camelot. She

knows how to use a sword, but must learn how to fight with a javelin and knives. The stories flow

fast and you want to read the next as soon as possible.

This was an excellent continuation of Enthroned as Britt moves past mourning her former life and

starts to embrace acting like the King Arthur Merlin has been pressing for. I love situations where

the modern and straight forward Britt interacts with the people of the kingdom who are obsessed

with traditions and "honor" (like the Sable Knight, laughed sooo hard at that scene). Can't wait to

see the next adventure!

K M Shea is a master story teller. I like how she has taken a story and made it her own. The

characters are interesting and how she goes back to the Middle Ages is well done. I am hooked on

the series and I am not into King Arthur legends-well I am now!! I am so glad this is a series.

Britt strikes again, but so do her enemies. Love the witty banter that takes place amongst the pages

of Britt's second adventure I as king. Truly one cannot get enough and Britt and her knights. All that

would make it better is more stories of Britt and the crew.

Great series loving this retelling love this authors work eagerly awaiting for the rest of the series. Its

fantastic how there is the modern element mixing with the hisorical language and settings.
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